MiniTool Power Data Recovery Version
7.0 Is Out
VANCOUVER, B.C., Canada, July 2, 2015 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — After two years
of industrious work, the new version (V7.0) of MiniTool Power Data Recovery
is finally released to meet users’ higher requirements in recovering lost
data.
More vivid interface:
1. Version 7.0 adopts flat interfaces and this makes software more concise
and attractive.
2. At the main interface, you’ll find more dynamic effects are integrated
into the function module buttons so that the data recovery process becomes
relaxed.
3. By using the new technology of scanner, the efficiency in scanning a large
database is increased 50 percent. Spend less time to recover more files.
More convenient use:
1. After clicking a module in main interface, you can see a tutorial of this
module is available at the bottom of the next interface.
2. When scan is finished, you can see the found files in the last interface
and the simple preview will be given in the right side if you select a file
from the result list.
3. The scan result can be presented in two ways – “Path” and “Type.” And you
can select all files in the left side and middle part.
4. A small window will pop out during scanning to show users total file
number and scanned file number at the top. The progress bar and detailed
scanning information will be given as well below them.
5. For “Damaged Partition Recovery” and “Lost Partition Recovery,” not every
possible partition will be listed out after scan. The software will choose
some of them automatically to show in front of users. So if you can’t find
needed data in those partitions, you may as well click “Back” to see
partition list and choose other partitions to take action.
All in all, MiniTool data recovery software Version 7.0 will give you a brand
new and enjoyable recovery experience.
Here is the download link to different editions:
Free download: http://www.powerdatarecovery.com/download.html.
Microsoft slated Windows 10 for a summer launch, and the company has stuck to
its word. And MiniTool has released a special offer for Windows 10, to help
you upgrade to Windows 10 successfully:
http://www.minitool.com/minitool-solutions-for-upgrading-to-win10.html.

About MiniTool Solution Ltd.:
MiniTool Solution Ltd. is a professional Canadian software provider whose
products include partitioning tool, data recovery software, drive clone
software, etc. It is dedicated and will be dedicated in researching computer
technology to serve users better.
For more detailed information about MiniTool please visit
http://www.minitool.com/.
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